
easyS
8.66X12.91 in

57 pcs

mediumM
11.41X11.33 in

198 pcs

LION'S ROAR

WISE DEER

mediumM
14.86Х13.6 in

162 pcs

FORMIDABLE
ELEPHANT

easyS
9.05X11.33 in

46 pcs

mediumM
9.05X11.33 in

156 pcs

SOVEREIGN WOLF

easyS
7.87X8.46 in

55 pcs

mediumM
12.99X13.97 in

158 pcs

ARTFUL MONKEY

Maple plywood jigsaw puzzles with polygonal illustrations and puzzle pieces without tabs and locks.
A wooden outer frame simplifies the assembly process. The puzzle has two sizes and two levels of complexity
and is designed for adults and kids.

COLLECTION
VIVID FORMS

Polygonal wildlife portraits
Polygonal puzzle elements
Puzzle pieces without tabs and locks
Wooden outer frame
Two complexity levels
High-quality material (maple plywood)
Stylish gift box
Great home decoration
Made in the USA

PUZZLE FEATURES:

ONLINE AND RETAIL PARTNERS
Bart-games.com Amazon eBay Etsy

$49.99MSRP
easyS $64.99mediumM

FIRE LIZARD

easyS
8.14X11.81 in

55 pcs

easyS
11.81X10.39 in

59 pcs

mediumM
17.71X15.59 in

143 pcs



Maple plywood jigsaw puzzles with bright and colorful illustrations in the style of Pop Art. The collection is based
on well-known works of art. The unique feature is the whimsical pieces inspired by the painters' works. The
puzzle has two sizes and, accordingly, two levels of complexity.

COLLECTION
GREAT ARTISTS

Illustrations inspired by famous paintings
Pop Art style
Whimsical puzzle pieces
High-quality material (maple plywood)
Stylish gift box
Great home decoration
Made in the USA

PUZZLE FEATURES:

ONLINE AND RETAIL PARTNERS
Bart-games.com Amazon eBay Etsy

$49.99MSRP $69.99mediumM complicatedL

pcs

complicatedL
8.66X16.81 in

285 pcs

mediumM
5.9X11.69 in

205
TREE OF LIFE

pcs

complicatedL
12.2X16.93 in

328 pcs

mediumM
8.26X10.71 in

199
SCREAM

pcs

complicatedL
10.6X16.1 in

312 pcs

mediumM
7.66X11.69 in

192
MONA LISA

pcs

complicatedL
16,53X9,41 in

255 pcs

mediumM
11.62X6.67 in

172

BEDROOM
IN ARLES

pcs

complicatedL
16,53X12,38 in

405 pcs

mediumM
11.66X8.76 in

220

THE PERSISTENCE
OF MEMORY

pcs

complicatedL
14.47X11.6 in

270 pcs

mediumM
11.68X9.37 in

166

STARRY NIGHT

pcs

complicatedL
16.52X7.4 in

287 pcs

mediumM
13.79X6.24 in

175
GUERNICA



Pocket-size wooden jigsaw puzzles with bright and colorful illustrations in the style of Pop Art. The collection is
based on well-known works of art. These puzzles have big whimsical pieces inspired by the painters' works.

COLLECTION
GREAT ARTISTS: TINY

Pocket-size puzzle
Illustrations inspired by famous paintings
Pop Art style
Large whimsical puzzle pieces
Easy assembly
Great home decoration
High-quality material (maple plywood)
Packaged in a miniature stand-up pouch
Made in the USA

PUZZLE FEATURES:

ONLINE AND RETAIL PARTNERS
Bart-games.com Amazon eBay Etsy

$16.99
MSRP

easyS

SCREAM

MONA LISA

BEDROOM IN ARLES

THE PERSISTENCE
OF MEMORY

GUERNICA

STARRY NIGHT

easyS 7.87X5.43 
SIZE:

34 in pcs



Maple plywood jigsaw puzzles with abstract illustrations inspired by famous works of art. The assembly process
is a bit challenging due to the color palette and mosaic-like puzzle pieces. But the difficulty is balanced by an
external wooden frame that simplifies assembly. Supplies are provided to adhere the puzzle pieces together.
Customers can put the jigsaw in the stand (included) and easily decorate their room.

COLLECTION
SIMPLE ART

Abstract illustrations inspired by famous paintings
Mosaic-like puzzle pieces
Supplies provided to adhere puzzle pieces
Puzzle stand included
High-quality material (maple plywood)
Stylish gift box
Great home decoration
Made in the USA

PUZZLE FEATURES:

ONLINE AND RETAIL PARTNERS
Bart-games.com Amazon eBay Etsy

$24.99
MSRP

easyS

easyS 5.4X7.87
SIZE:

in

THE SON OF
MAN

SUNFLOWERS THE BIRTH
OF VENUS

AMERICAN
GOTHIC

CLOUD GIRL WITH A
PEARL EARRING

WARM
THANKSGIVING

MONA LISA

pcs38
pcs44 pcs47 pcs50

pcs47
pcs49 pcs47

pcs58



Pop Art is a collection of wooden jigsaw puzzles with bright illustrations and unique canvas coating. The thin
canvas layer brings a whole new tactile experience. The assembly process of this jigsaw is challenging due to the
vivid color palette and lots of whimsical puzzle pieces.

COLLECTION
POP ART 

Canvas coating
Bright Pop Art illustrations
Challenging assembly process
Whimsical puzzle pieces
Great home decoration
High-quality material (maple plywood)
Stylish gift box
Made in the USA

PUZZLE FEATURES:

ONLINE AND RETAIL PARTNERS
Bart-games.com Amazon eBay Etsy

MSRP $79.99 $99.99mediumM complicatedL

11.69X11.69

SIZE:
in

mediumM complicatedL
16.53X16.53 in

290 pcs 569 pcs

LOVEDREAM SECRET

LIBERTYDUCK LIPS


